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P E E L    P E O P L E 
“This week I have gratefully received my Wymondham 

college sports colours which is for my attributions in the 

school rugby team. 

Why have I got this? I have earnt this award due to my belief 

in 110% effort and hard work. I first played in the rugby team 

in year 7. I had never really played rugby ever in my life when 

I joined but by sheer determination and going to training 

after school I achieved a spot in the first team for the under 

12s. I was really chuffed with myself and it also helped build 

my confidence with anything else because I learned that I 

needed to work hard to do well, not just to be academic or 

smart, but that if I put in the time and effort I could do 

anything I believed I could.  

But it was not always so easy. When I was in year 8 I had 

some rough patches. I was struggling in the team because 

everyone was bigger than me 

and it really knocked me off 

course in the development of my 

rugby skills and abilities. 

However, I had already gone 

through a struggle at the 

beginning of year 7 and taught 

myself to be resilient. I used this 

to really help me get back up 

and push through.  

In training I started only 

targeting and tackling the bigger 

guys, even though I was scared. I 

knew the only way to stay in the 

team was with the threat of 

others coming up and I needed 

to try and make the big tackles. I 

did and dealt with the challenge, 

and this is why I am in the team 

today and have been every year 

since. That’s why I am so happy 

with what I have achieved and 

grateful for my award.” - 

Malachi, Year 11 

H E A D    O F    H O U S E 
For the end of our first term of the 2021-22 school year, 

we give you a bumper 2 page edition of the Peel Weekly 

to enjoy. 

 

“I am immeasurably proud of how students have 

negotiated their way through what I feel has been one 

of the toughest Christmas terms in recent memory. The 

postponement of the Christmas formals was a shock for 

all but the maturity and understanding of all students, 

especially the year 11s, was really pleasing to see. 

We have still managed to fulfil the normal interhouse 

fixtures and all years and teams performed admirably 

with a few wins and lots of second places, well done to 

all those that represented the house. The year 8 boys  in 

particular were thrilled with their combined efforts to 

come 2nd in swimming, and it brings a very positive 

warm feeling that they will continue to challenge 

themselves in the years to come, all in the name of Peel. 

Having a boarding house full of different year groups 

has been a joyful return too. Seeing Friday night 

boarding activities being run by the year 11s, advice, 

mentoring and prep helping with younger years brings a 

smile to us all. 

Finally, I hope that we will not see a repeat of last year 

and we will get to see everyone back safely in January. 

In the meantime, I wish all families a very Happy 

Christmas and Merry New Year.” 

 Mr G Campbell, Head of House 
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P E E L    P E O P L E 
“Recently I have been taking part 

in the cadet BRC which is the 

British ranking competitions for 

fencing. These go towards the 

rankings in U17 and I am currently 

ranked 14th overall and 1st within 

the 14 year old category. Over the 

weekend I came 9th in the BRC in 

Manchester. From this I have been 

previously selected for the 

European fencing circuit in 

Heidenheim, Belgrade and 

Grenoble.  

Just yesterday I was also selected for another in Bratislava 

but am unable to compete in any of these unfortunately. 

Hopefully next year when COVID is more settled (fingers 

crossed) it will be easier to take part so I will go abroad with 

my team.” - Sophia P, Year 10 

B O A R D E R    E N T S 
Boarders had themselves a whole weekend of 

Christmas activities for the last weekend at school on 

the term.  

On Friday night, there was a very vibrant game of Bingo 

going on. Thanks to Ms Hill and Michelle for running 

that and dealing with some hot tempers and some 

enthusiastic  number dabbing! 

On Saturday night, there was a Christmas party where 

nearly everyone played pass the parcel, musical chairs, 

and the challenge of drawing Rudolph on a paper plate 

in 30 seconds.  The difficulty in that you ask? The plate 

is on top of your head and you can’t see it! 

Something to try for your own Christmas 

events at home this year perhaps…. 

On Sunday, Ms Stone led a craft jewellery 

making session where students made 

rings, earnings and keychains out of clay. 

And after that Ms Froud and Ms 

Harrington led the craftiest gingerbread 

house competition. The great debate - 

decorate first and then build? Or build and 

then decorate? 

P E E L    P O I N T S 
Bronze awards continue to come 

flooding in, as we have 7 more 

recipients this week.  

Congratulations to Sophia l, Astrid 

S, Victor S, Ruby B, Mia B, Keola S, 

and finally Sophie H. All worthy 

winners of the first prize on the 

awards mountain. 

It leaves Peel with 20 students on 

Bronze awards, over 10% of the 

house, and in 2nd place amongst 

the houses.  

 

 


